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Why does the stock market rise dramatically one year and fall sharply the next? Which way will interest rates go next? Why are bond yields at today’s level? Are bonds cheap? Why is the dollar so strong? What do property yields say about the property market? What caused the Asian crisis? Will fiscal expansion work? These are some of the questions this book tries to address by looking at the economic fundamentals driving markets. It is aimed at all those engaged in investment, both market practitioners and private investors.

As a practising business economist, my job is to make sense of market levels and movements and then advise management and clients on future opportunities and risks. These pages represent an accumulated view, derived from 25 years of close observation of markets, experiencing the investment process, talking to other analysts and practitioners as well as academic study. The book aims, above all, to be a practical guide, easy to read, explaining fundamental relationships in a concise and easily digestible form.

With a good knowledge of fundamentals readers can approach any given market environment with tools that are not only timeless, but provide a guide to what is happening in a long-term and cyclical framework and contribute to a sound investment decision, with full appreciation of the risks. Even investors who use approaches that make little use of fundamental analysis — for example, indexed funds or technical analysts — can benefit from a background understanding.

Of course understanding market fundamentals does not mean that making money is easy, but it does mean that investors can recognise the recurring patterns and comprehend the risks involved. Ultimately the only way to earn more than the risk-free investment (in other words, government paper, preferably index-linked) is to take on some kind of risk, whether it be market risk or credit risk. After you read this book I hope you will have a better understanding of how to incorporate fundamentals into the investment process and how to assess these risks.

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

This book can be read from beginning to end of course, but it is also designed to allow the reader to dip into any chapter as desired. For example, the reader interested in the fundamentals of stock markets can go straight to Chapter 13. Or if the immediate interest is in understanding monetary policy, the reader can go directly to Chapter 5. Also, in the glossary the reader will find most of the jargon that is commonly used in the markets, from arbitrage investing to yield curve. A section on websites lists some of the most useful resources, noting especially sites with good links.
The book is structured as follows. Part I (Chapters 1–10) looks at economic fundamentals for investors, to explain how economic forces combine with monetary and fiscal policy to determine interest rates, economic growth and inflation. The chapters start with economic growth and the cycle, moving through inflation, deflation and unemployment to monetary and fiscal policy. In Chapter 4 an assessment of the so-called ‘new economy’ is made. Chapter 7 discusses the feedback from asset prices to the economy and policy, an increasing area of interest to policymakers and the markets. Chapters 8–10 look at international aspects including the exchange rate, trade and globalisation and emerging markets.

Part II (Chapters 11–17) then takes each of the major asset classes in turn and explains how they are assessed using fundamental techniques. Individual chapters cover money markets, bonds, stocks, currencies, property, emerging markets and commodities.

Part III concludes with three chapters. Chapter 18 provides a summary of the main body of the book with a table showing the typical response of each asset class to economic events. Chapter 19 looks at different approaches to investment, from market timing to hedge funds and discusses how economic fundamentals are used in each case. Chapter 20 looks at how the fundamentals have changed over the last 10 years and hazards some guesses about future developments.

Although it is very much the author’s contention that the fundamentals are just that, fundamental, in practice there are substantial shifts over time, sometimes caused by changing policy approaches and sometimes due to changes in the economy. Over the last 10 years the most significant changes have been the widespread adoption of inflation targeting, the emergence of deflation, the collapse of the ‘Asian miracle’ and the emergence of historically high stock market valuations.

Throughout the book the reader will find sections focusing on a market over a specific period, for example a profile of the last US business cycle or an explanation of the Asia crisis, explaining what happened and why. Naturally, considerable attention is paid to the US economy, but the reader will also find detailed discussions of Japan, Euroland, the UK and emerging economies.

I have also included forecasts or alternative scenarios of where I think markets are going at the time of writing (April 2002). When you read this book you will be able to test these against what has actually happened. Doubtless, since markets are always full of surprises you will find plenty of differences! In a way this should be taken as a health warning of the difficulties of forecasting markets. Not only are markets frequently hit by unexpected ‘shocks’, but there are always many different forces working at the same time.

I have thoroughly enjoyed writing this book. Markets provide an endless source of interest and excitement because of the continuous process of change and evolution, and the fundamentals are always being tested by new events and new policy approaches. I hope you enjoy reading it.
I would like to thank American Express Bank for encouraging me to pursue this project. I would also like to thank my colleagues in the Global Economics Unit for their support while I was immersed in drafts as well as for their ideas and suggestions from which I have borrowed liberally. I would especially like to thank Kevin Grice for reading the manuscript and providing detailed comments, and also Sharon Thornton for patiently helping me with the charts, tables and corrections. Naturally all remaining errors and omissions are mine.
Changes in economic growth are crucial for investors. Not only do the phases of the economic cycle bring attendant moves in interest rates, bond yields, stock valuations, etc., but a faster or slower trend growth rate directly influences profits and therefore long-term stock market returns.

More fundamentally, economic growth is what distinguishes investment from gambling. Games of pure chance such as roulette, as well as games that incorporate skills such as poker or backing horses, suffer from the limitation that each person’s winnings are offset by someone else’s losses. In economics jargon, they are ‘zero-sum games’, i.e. the sum of everybody’s gains and losses is zero. Investment is different. With investment, everyone can gain, but this is true only as long as the economy continues to grow.

**TREND VERSUS CYCLE**

For as long as economics has been a subject of study economic growth has moved in cycles, with periods of fast growth interspersed with periods of slow growth or decline. Economists like to separate this cycle from the ‘trend’ or ‘underlying’ growth of the economy. The advantage of this approach is that it divides the study of economic growth into two disciplines: an analysis of the cycle and an analysis of the trend (the subject of this chapter). Chapter 2 looks at business cycles.

However, while it is convenient to split growth into two components, it should not be assumed that the trend is completely independent of the cycle. Some economists argue that a long period of recession may actually depress the trend rate of growth and vice versa. Figure 1.1 shows GDP growth for the US economy over the last 40 years and includes a 10-year moving average to indicate the long-term trend. From the early 1970s through to the mid-1990s the cycle became more pronounced while trend growth declined. More recently, however, there is evidence of faster trend economic growth in the USA, with reduced volatility, notwithstanding the sharp drop in GDP growth in 2001.

**MEASURES OF GROWTH**

Economists assess the output or production of an economy with a variety of measures but gross domestic product (GDP) is the one most commonly used. GDP measures the total value of goods and services produced in an economy, i.e. everything produced for sale to the final user. While GDP is always the most important ultimate measure, the data are usually released too late to be of value for the investor. Other data releases that give partial clues to the direction of the economy are often watched more closely because they give an earlier indication of trends.

One indicator that is scrutinised particularly closely is Purchasing Managers’ indices, renamed Supply Managers’ indices in the USA from January 2001. The US Institute of Supply Managers’ Index has been available for decades and provides a very good indicator of business
confidence in the production sector. More recently a ‘non-manufacturing’ survey has also been available. Purchasing managers’ surveys have also been instituted in Euroland and the UK over the last 10 years but they are treated with more caution by analysts because they are relatively new and have not been calibrated over several cycles. All these indices are based on a survey of ‘purchasing managers’ in companies, asking each a series of questions on his or her company’s situation, including orders, inventories, hiring plans, prices paid, etc.

Industrial production is another key indicator. Although industry accounts for only around 20–25% of GDP in most OECD countries (the main industrial countries), its output tends to be more volatile than the rest of the economy and therefore provides a good signal of overall trends. When the economy is expanding producers will often increase output faster than sales in anticipation of future sales (not wanting to miss out and confident of not being left with unsold inventory). When the economy is contracting, industrial production will usually decline much more than GDP because producers are trying to clear excess inventories. Other useful indicators of GDP are leading indicators, employment and retail sales.

For investors there are four different ways that GDP can be analysed which provide useful insights.

1. *Nominal versus real GDP*. The difference between the two is inflation, in this case as measured by the GDP price deflator. Real GDP is what counts and what can be compared across countries and across time.

2. *The demand components approach*. This looks at the various components of GDP, e.g. consumer spending, investment, government spending, net exports, etc. Each of these
components responds in different ways to changes in variables such as interest rates and exchange rates, and so economists use this breakdown as a way of analysing the likely changes in the economy. This approach is sometimes called ‘Keynesian’ after the British economist J.M. Keynes.\(^1\)

3. **Investment versus productivity.** How much of the increase in output is due to new machines (i.e. new investment) that can create more output and how much is due to better use of the existing machines (i.e. greater productivity)?

4. **Supply-side components of growth.** Growth is broken down into changes in employment and hours worked and changes in labour productivity.

These four approaches are analysed in detail later in this chapter. Note, however, that there are other approaches to GDP: for example, GDP can be broken down on the income side, so that gross domestic income is equal to wages, profits, rent and interest. Another way to cut GDP is by dividing it between agriculture, industry and services.

**EXPANDING ECONOMIES**

*Why do some countries grow faster than others?* The simplest way to answer this question is in terms of the third approach to GDP discussed above, namely investment and productivity, i.e. output per hour. The fast-growing countries of Asia have all had relatively high investment rates and high productivity growth rates. Investment here includes spending on education and skills and on infrastructure such as transport and telecommunications as well as on new factories. However, some countries have also enjoyed rapid increases in the number of hours worked due to population growth, greater female participation and, sometimes, longer hours.

What determines investment and productivity rates? Rates of investment are closely related to the level of savings. If current spending on goods and services is high, perhaps because wages are high or consumer borrowings are high or the government is running a large budget deficit, then there are less resources available for investment. If the economy is generating higher savings then it is more likely to have high investment. However, high savings by consumers and businesses are by no means certain to go into domestic investment. They might go into financing a government deficit or into investments overseas.

If high savings are to be used for productive investments, three domestic conditions must be satisfied.

First, investment is likely to be higher, the better the general business environment, which includes a whole host of factors, most of which are influenced if not determined by government policy. Hence, an economy which is moving in the direction of privatisation, reduced regulation and increased educational attainment is likely to see an expansion in investment over time. As we shall see in Chapter 10, policies of this kind in emerging markets have usually been correlated with advancing stock markets. Similarly, the buoyant stock markets of the USA and Europe during the 1990s were linked to progress in these areas.

Secondly, returns on capital should be high. If business can see high returns, then it is much more likely to invest. Return on capital, however, has not been the only motivator in many countries. In Asia investment seems to have been aimed at sales growth and market share rather than simply returns. Nevertheless the difficult experience of Japan throughout the 1990s and

---

\(^1\) J.M. Keynes’ most influential work was “The general theory of employment, interest and money”, 1936, London: Macmillan. ‘Keynesian’ economics was developed by other economists using a simplified framework and the debate continues to this day on the extent to which this framework is true to Keynes.